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Abstract
Automated person re-identification in a multi-camera surveillance setup is very important
for effective tracking and monitoring crowd movement. In the recent years, few deep learning
based re-identification approaches have been developed which are quite accurate but time-
intensive, and hence not very suitable for practical purposes. In this paper, we propose an
efficient hierarchical re-identification approach in which color histogram based comparison is
first employed to find the closest matches in the gallery set, and next deep feature based com-
parison is carried out using Siamese network. Reduction in search space after the first level of
matching helps in achieving a fast response time as well as improving the accuracy of predic-
tion by the Siamese network by eliminating vastly dissimilar elements. A silhouette part-based
feature extraction scheme is adopted in each level of hierarchy to preserve the relative locations
of the different body structures and make the appearance descriptors more discriminating in
nature. The proposed approach has been evaluated on five public data sets and also a new
data set captured by our team in our laboratory. Results reveal that it outperforms most
state-of-the-art approaches in terms of overall accuracy.
Keywords: hierarchical re-identification approach, color-based clustering, silhouette part-based
analysis, Siamese Convolution Box, IIT(BHU) Re-identification Data Set
1 Introduction
Human activity monitoring by means of surveillance cameras is commonly seen in almost all public
places, now-a-days. The continuous stream of videos captured by these cameras is manually mon-
itored to detect occurrence of any suspicious events. However, this process of human supervision
is time-intensive and error-prone. Over the past two decades, computer vision based researchers
have come up with various automated techniques to analyze human video data and extract relevant
information for performing human tracking, re-identification, and other vision related tasks.
In this paper, we focus on short-term re-identification scenario where physical appearance and
clothing conditions of a person can be assumed to remain unchanged. Short term re-identification is
very useful in tracking subjects while he/she switches position from the field of view of one camera
to the other in a multi-camera environment. The re-identification scenario considered in this paper
can be explained using Figure 1. Figure shows a multi-camera surveillance setup in which there
are designated entry and exit points. Each of the n cameras (labeled as C1, C2, ..., Ci, ..., Cn)
shown in the figure captures walking video of persons from the front view (the gray shaded region
associated with each camera represents the field of view of the camera).
We consider a scenario similar to that found in concert and movie halls, or some meeting place.
In these places, a group of people assemble in a hall and stay there for a period of time, after which
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Figure 1: Re-identification scenario
each of them exit the hall one-by-one. For effective tracking of individuals, we propose to install
cameras on top of each entry/exit point. A gallery set will formed from all the subjects captured
by the several entry gate cameras, which will next be used to re-identify a subject, as he/she
approaches an exit gate camera. It is easy to comprehend that in the above situation, the physical
appearance and clothing conditions of a subject will appear almost same in the videos captured by
the two cameras. However, only minor differences in the appearances of subjects might arise due to
varying illumination conditions and walking poses. It is also evident that in the above-mentioned
scenario, a test subject (i.e., the subject captured by an exit gate camera) will always be a part of
the gallery set (i.e., the set of subjects captured by all the entry gate cameras).
Re-identification serves as a convenient way to fuse video information from multiple cam-
eras ([Chattopadhyay et al.(2015)Chattopadhyay, Sural and Mukherjee]) and perform tracking ef-
fectively.
The paper presents a two-level hierarchical scheme to compare a test subject against the entire
gallery set. In the first level, an initial short-listing of the gallery samples is done based on color
histogram features while in the second level, a pre-trained Siamese network is employed to predict
the final class of the test subject from the reduced gallery set.
Our approach has been evaluated on a number of public data sets as well as on a data set
captured in the laboratory. Almost in all the different test case scenarios, it has been seen to
outperform the state-of-the-art techniques in terms of accuracy and efficiency.
The important contributions to the paper can be summarized as follows:
1. proposing an efficient two-stage hierarchical re-identification algorithm based on color features
and deep features obtained from Siamese network
2. developing a deeper Siamese network architecture by introducing a silhouette part based
feature difference layer to improve the accuracy of matching,
3. carrying out extensive experimental evaluation and comparison with state-of-the-art tech-
niques, and
4. constructing a re-identification data set of 41 subjects and making it publicly available to the
research community.
2
2 Related Work
Automated person re-identification has evolved as an important area of research in computer vision,
and in general, any re-identification algorithm goes through two major steps: (a) building an appear-
ance model, and (b) comparison using a suitable distance metric ([Tu et al.(2007)Tu, Doretto, Krahnstoever, Perera, Wheeler, Liu, Rittscher, Sebastian, Yu and Harding])
([Sivic et al.(2006)Sivic, Zitnick and Szeliski]) ([Dalal and Triggs(2005)]). In the following sub-sections,
we present the research trend in person re-identification, starting from the non-deep learning based
approaches used in the past to the modern deep learning based approaches.
2.1 Initial Re-identification Techniques
The re-identification techniques used in the past can be broadly categorized into passive and active
approaches. Passive approaches do not involve any feature learning or distance metric learning step
([Bazzani et al.(2010)Bazzani, Cristani, Perina, Farenzena and Murino], [Bazzani et al.(2013)Bazzani, Cristani and Murino],
[Forsse´n(2007)]). These methods usually extract only simple handcrafted features, such as color his-
tograms ([Koestinger et al.(2012)Koestinger, Hirzer, Wohlhart, Roth and Bischof], [Xiong et al.(2014)Xiong, Gou, Camps and Sznaier]),
gabor features ([Li and Wang(2013)]), dense SIFT features ([Zhao et al.(2013)Zhao, Ouyang and Wang]),
etc., and perform re-identification by comparing these features based on some distance metric. The
passive re-identification technique proposed in ([Kang et al.(2004)Kang, Cohen and Medioni]) de-
scribes the appearance of a person by means of two different models, both of which are invariant
to scaling and other rigid transformations. Although the authors of this work have used real
surveillance videos in their experiments, they have not presented any thorough quantitative analy-
sis that justifies the effectiveness of their approach. Other passive approaches for re-identification
include ([Gheissari et al.(2006)Gheissari, Sebastian and Hartley]), in which feature computation is
done from overall appearance of a person, ([Sivic et al.(2006)Sivic, Zitnick and Szeliski]), where a
color-based clustering scheme is proposed for short-term re-identification from front view of sub-
jects, and ([Corvee et al.(2010)Corvee, Bremond, Thonnat et al.]), in which histogram of oriented
gradients (HOG) features ([Dalal and Triggs(2005)]) are employed to detect the human body parts
(top, torso, left arm and right arm) for establishing spatial correspondence between individuals.
Distance metric learning based approaches have been used in re-identification to achieve im-
proved performance, such as the large margin nearest neighbor (LMNN-R) classifier ([Dikmen et al.(2010)Dikmen, Akbas, Huang and Ahuja])
that minimizes the distance between true matches and maximizes the distance between false
matches. Another similar metric learning approach termed as the relative distance comparison
(RDC) is proposed in ([Zheng et al.(2013)Zheng, Gong and Xiang]) in which the authors formulate
a logistic function based comparison model for feature quantization to improve the performance
of the distance metric learning. In ([Ma et al.(2012)Ma, Su and Jurie]), the authors proposed ex-
traction of biological inspired features (BIF) from gabor filters, and feature similarity computation
using a covariance distance learning approach.
Active re-identification techniques use either supervised or unsupervised learning strategies for
feature descriptor extraction and matching. The brightness transfer function (BTF) introduced
in ([Javed et al.(2005)Javed, Shafique and Shah]) establishes appearance correspondences during
training. This function computes appearance similarities with the change in color information of a
subject while he/she moves from one camera view to another in a non-overlapping camera setup.
Another similar brightness transfer function is introduced in ([Porikli(2003)]) by Porikli et al. to
perform camera color calibration. This is accomplished by employing a dynamic programming based
shortest path finding algorithm within the correlation matrix computed from color histograms.
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Active re-identification approaches also make use of descriptor learning, which involves learning
of the most discriminative set of features, or applying a weighting scheme to prioritize multiple
features. Dimension reduction by discriminative weighting of color, texture, and edge features as
described in ([Schwartz and Davis(2009)]) uses a partial least square (PLS) based approach.
2.2 Deep Learning based Approaches
In the recent years, a number of deep learning based person re-identification techniques have been
developed by researchers world-wide. The first among these is the work in ([Li et al.(2014)Li, Zhao, Xiao and Wang]),
that comprises of three major components: (a) employing a filter pairing neural network (FPNN)
to handle misalignment, occlusion, and background clutter, (b) applying convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) for deep feature extraction, and finally (c) introducing a data set (popularly known as
CUHK 03) based on which the network performance is evaluated. A deep framework for scalable dis-
tance driven learning is proposed in ([Ding et al.(2015)Ding, Lin, Wang and Chao]) which works on
relative distance comparison for person re-identification. In ([Zheng et al.(2018)Zheng, Zhang, Jiang, Luo and Li]),
it is assumed that all images of a person within a particular camera range lie in the same low-rank
sub-space, and based on this assumption, a non-negative low-rank and sparse graph is learnt to
represent silhouette appearances. Next, NCut is employed to perform sub-space clustering and
obtain representative features of a subject in each view. Finally, cross-view quadratic discriminant
is used to find the correspondences between the subjects in the two cameras. Another multi-shot
based person re-identification technique is described in ([Zhou et al.(2018)Zhou, Su and Wu]) in
which reference points based similarity metric is used for pedestrian re-identification.
Siamese neural network has been proposed in ([Bromley et al.(1994)Bromley, Guyon, LeCun, Sa¨ckinger and Shah])
to evaluate the similarity between two given signature samples. This network provides a similarity
score at its output neurons depicting the similarity of the two input signatures, and this network
has been successfully applied to research on re-identification recently. For example, the deep met-
ric learning introduced by ([Yi et al.(2014)Yi, Lei, Liao and Li]) for person re-identification use the
Siamese network to compare color and texture features. In this work, the authors also perform
cross-database experiment to test the robustness of the approach in practical scenarios. An im-
provement to the network architecture used in ([Yi et al.(2014)Yi, Lei, Liao and Li]) is proposed
in ([Ahmed et al.(2015)Ahmed, Jones and Marks]), where four convolutional layers are used to ob-
tain deeper features. Approaches based on partition-based appearance models for learning in-
clude ([Li et al.(2017)Li, Chen, Zhang and Huang]) where Siamese Convolutional Neural Network
(SCNN) is used to compute features from different body parts, and finally cosine similarity is used
to obtain the matching score. The architecture proposed in this work is capable of learning both
the rigid and latent body part appearances. Additionally, different dilation rates impart a higher
degree of robustness to the network, but reduces its efficiency significantly.
An unsupervised approach based on transfer learning of spatio-temporal features is described in
([Lv et al.(2018)Lv, Chen, Li and Yang]) for real-time applications. In this work, a visual clas-
sifier is trained on a source data set to learn the spatio-temporal features of pedestrians, in
general. These learned features are next fused with spatio-temporal features obtained from the
test data using a Bayesian fusion model to perform re-identification. The multi-scale approach
described in ([Qian et al.(2017)Qian, Fu, Jiang, Xiang and Xue]) deals with differently scaled im-
ages of the same person and determines the most suitable scale for matching. The approach
in ([Lin et al.(2017)Lin, Ren, Lu, Feng and Zhou]) aims to maximize the total number of correct
matches in a camera network. Here, the authors have used a pre-trained CNN model for feature
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed approach
representation, and next computed a similarity matrix between each pair of subjects using cosine
similarity metric. A gradient descent algorithm is followed to maximize the global similarity and
minimize certain constraints computed from the similarity matrix, inter-camera inconsistencies, etc.
Existing deep learning approaches for person re-identification are time-intensive due to feature
computation across multiple layers and also due to carrying out comparison with the complete
gallery set. In this paper, we present a hierarchical person re-identification approach in which
the top few best matches are first selected from the gallery set based on appearance features, and
next Siamese network based matching is carried out on the reduced gallery set. In contrast to the
existing techniques which use Siamese network for image matching, we follow a silhouette part-
based matching scheme to preserve the relative locations of the different body parts. Our approach
has been seen to perform with higher accuracy than most state-of-the-art techniques. Moreover,
due to reduction of the search space after the first level of hierarchy, the average response time of
our approach is significantly low.
3 Proposed Approach
The proposed re-identification algorithm has been explained taking into consideration two cameras:
C1 and C2 positioned on the entry gate and exit gate, respectively (refer to Figure 1). The algo-
rithm can be conveniently extended to perform re-identification in a multi-camera setup as well.
Throughout the text, the walking videos captured by C1 will be considered as the training/gallery
set and those captured by C2 will be referred to as the test set. A block diagram of our approach
is shown in Figure 2.
With reference to this figure, the different training and model-fitting operations involved in the
algorithm correspond to the Training Phase, while the steps involved in the re-identification of a
subject captured by C2 are part of the Testing phase. Before training the Siamese network, we use
a database of human walking images to construct a large set of image pairs, each of which is labeled
as either positive image pair or negative image pair. Positive image pair implies that both the input
images correspond to the same identity, while negative pairs signify that the input images belong
to different identities. The trained network is referred to as Trained Model in Figure 2. It may be
noted that the database used to train the Siamese network may be different from the gallery set
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Figure 3: (a) Complete architecture of Siamese network (b) Siamese Convolution Box (SCB)
used to perform re-identification. During the deployment phase, the set of subjects captured by
camera C1 form the gallery set. This gallery set is henceforth used to construct a set of perceptually
unique appearance clusters termed as Color Clusters based on color histogram feature. As a test
subject approaches the camera C2 he is re-identified as one among all the subjects in the gallery
set using a two-level hierarchical matching scheme. The individual blocks of the re-identification
algorithm are explained in detail in the following sub-sections.
3.1 Training Phase
With reference to the block diagram, the first phase of the proposed approach is to train the Siamese
network using positive and negative image pairs. The process of constructing the gallery set with
positive and negative pairs, as well as training of the Siamese network with this gallery set are
discussed next.
Forming Positive and Negative Image Pairs: Suppose the gallery set S captured by camera
C1 at the entry gate consists of N subjects. Also let Ni be the number of frames in the walking
sequence of the ith subject, and each frame be denoted by F ij (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N, and j = 1, 2, 3, ...,
Ni). As discussed earlier, a positive pair is formed from any two frames of same subject, while a
negative pair is formed from any two frames of different subjects. Using this process, we generate a
large number of positive and negative pairs from a given database using a procedure similar to that
described in [Ahmed et al.(2015)Ahmed, Jones and Marks]. During the Siamese network training
phase, the positive pairs are trained with class label 1, while the negative pairs are trained with
class label 0.
Siamese Network Training: Siamese networks are recently being used in the field of person
re-identification, since these networks are quite effective in predicting if a pair of input images
are similar or not. The Siamese network used in the present study is a four-layer network in
which two layers are tied convolved and rest two are normal convolution layers. The complete
architecture of the network is shown in Figure 3(a). One of the building blocks of the Siamese
network is the Siamese Convolution Box (SCB) which is magnified and shown in Figure 3(b).
Figure 3(b) shows that after the first two convolution layers, there is a feature difference layer
which subtracts the features from the first two layers. This difference feature is further distilled
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Table 1: Layer specification of SCB network. Both the starting convolution layers are pooled with
size 2×2 and the last two layers are exempted from pooling. ⋆ represents the concatenation of fully
connected layers
Network Layer Size of filter No. of filters
Siamese Conv2d 1 5×5 20
Convolution Conv2d 2 5×5 25
Box Conv2d 3 5×5 25
(SCB) Conv2d 4 3×3 25
Layer No. of neurons
Fully fc 1 500 -
Connected fc 2 500 -
fc 3 500 -
FC fc 1⋆fc 2⋆fc 3 -
using two more convolution layers without pooling. This helps is preventing significant informa-
tion loss due to shrinking after the first two layers. The network configuration details are given
in Table 1. As seen in Figure 3(a), three different Siamese blocks are trained on the different
silhouette parts, namely, the head, torso, and leg part, by dividing the silhouette equally into
three regions. The latent vectors obtained from each block (namely, fc 1, fc 2, and fc 3) are
compressed to obtain the final fully connected layer (FC ). The network is trained on an extensive
data set constructed from the CUHK 03 [Li et al.(2014)Li, Zhao, Xiao and Wang] and Market1501
[Zheng et al.(2015)Zheng, Shen, Tian, Wang, Wang and Tian] re-identification data sets. As ex-
plained before, a label 1 is assigned for positive image pairs, and a label 0 is assigned for negative
image pairs. The Siamese network is trained in multiple iterations until it achieves a very low error
rate ǫ. In our experiments, the value of ǫ is considered as 10−4.
Color Histogram Averaging: As a first step, we aim to group all the gallery subjects into sepa-
rate clusters based on similar color appearance features. Color histograms in the R, G, and B chan-
nels are used as features to perform this grouping. For each frame F ij , we first carry out background
subtraction, RGB silhouette extraction, and normalization to fixed height and width using standard
techniques [Ahmed et al.(2015)Ahmed, Jones and Marks],[Li et al.(2017)Li, Chen, Zhang and Huang].
Since, different silhouettes with similar color distribution are likely to have the same histogram pat-
tern, we first segregate each silhouette into three equal parts as shown in Figure 3(a), and carry
out silhouette part-based analysis by computing the histogram for each of the three parts in the
R, G, and B channels. Each of these channels is further quantized into 16 bins to eliminate the
effect of appearance changes due to illumination differences in the two camera views. Next, color
histograms computed from all the frames of a walking sequence are averaged to generate the final
color appearance descriptor Hi of the ith subject. The procedure used to obtain the number of
clusters is briefly discussed next.
Determining Perceptually Distinct Colors: The histograms computed from all the N subjects
(i.e., H1, H2, ..., HN ) are concatenated to form a feature matrix H , which is next clustered into a
fixed number of groups using K -means clustering. The clustering is done such that subjects with
similar perceptual color appearances (i.e., similar H features) are placed in the same cluster. The
number of color groups (i.e., K) to be formed from the set H is determined by plotting an elbow
curve. This curve shows the variation of the clustering error (i.e., summation of the square of the
intra-cluster distances) as the value of K is gradually increased from a small value. If C1, C2, C3,
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..., CK are the K cluster centers at a given point of time, then the clustering error is computed as:
E =
N∑
i=1
||Hi − CHi ||
2, (1)
where CHi denotes the cluster center to which H
i gets mapped, and ||.||2 denotes the Euclidean
norm. The elbow curves obtained from the VIPeR and the CUHK 03 data sets are shown in Figures
4(a) and (b). From each of these figures, it can be seen that the clustering error does not reduce sig-
nificantly as the number of clusters is increased beyond 100. Hence, a value ofK equal to 100 can be
considered to be an optimal choice from the elbow curve. Similar approaches to determine the opti-
mal number of clusters can be found in several studies in the past related to diverse applications, e.g.,
[Roy et al.(2014)Roy, Sural and Mukhopadhyay],[Chattopadhyay et al.(2014)Chattopadhyay, Roy, Sural and Mukhopadhyay].
3.2 Testing Phase
Mapping to Appropriate Color Clusters: As soon as a particular subject S′t appears in the
field of view of the camera C2 positioned above the exit point, the averaged color histogram (say,
H ′t) of the test subject is computed and the top K matching clusters are selected. For example, if C1,
C2, C3, ..., CK are the top K matching clusters corresponding to the subject S
′
t, then the subsequent
Siamese network based comparison is done on subset Sred of S such that Sred ∈ {SC1
⋃
SC2
⋃
SC3
⋃
...⋃
SCK}, where SCk is the set of subjects belonging to cluster k, k = 1,2,3,...,K. Reducing the
search space by eliminating dissimilar elements helps in improving the prediction accuracy by
preventing the subsequent Siamese network based prediction stage from getting biased towards an
incorrect element in the gallery set having different color appearance information but closely similar
structures.
Siamese Network based Prediction: Finally, the test subject S′t is compared with all the
subjects in the reduced set Sred determined from the previous cluster matching stage. Since both
C1 and C2 capture videos instead of still images, the average silhouettes computed from the two
video sequences are provided as input to the Siamese network. The test subject S′t is assigned the
class T if
sim(T , S′t) > sim(X,S
′
t), ∀X ∈ Sred, X 6= T , (2)
where sim(A,B) represents the similarity score given by the Siamese network for two input images
A and B.
4 Data set and Experimental Results
In this section, we present the experiment protocols, data sets used and system configuration details.
Five popular public data sets for re-identification as well as a data set captured in our laboratory
have been used to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed work. The important characteristics
(i.e., number of cameras, total number of images, and number of identities) of each data set are
highlighted in Table 2.
Appropriate citations to each of the data sets (except the last one) used in the study have been
stated in Table 2. It may be noted that, each of these data sets consist of only a few image frames for
each subject. To simulate the deployment scenario shown in Figure 1, we have captured a new data
set in the laboratory that consists of walking videos of 41 subjects, and made it publicly available
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Table 2: Description of the data sets
Dat aset Names Number of Number of Number of
Cameras Images Identities
VIPeR [Gray et al.(2007)Gray, Brennan and Tao] 2 1264 632
CUHK 01 [Li et al.(2012)Li, Zhao and Wang] 2 3884 971
CUHK 03 [Li et al.(2014)Li, Zhao, Xiao and Wang] 5 pairs 13160 1360
Market1501 [Zheng et al.(2015)Zheng, Shen, Tian, Wang, Wang and Tian] 6 32268 1501
DukeMTMC-reid [Ristani et al.(2016)Ristani, Solera, Zou, Cucchiara and Tomasi] 8 36411 1812
IIT(BHU) Re-identification Data Set 2 1963 41
to the research community for further comparison. Two different scenarios are considered while
preparing the data set: (i) a general situation in which no constraint is imposed on the clothing
condition of the subjects, and (ii) a special case situation in which subjects are constrained to
wear similar clothes during the video capture phase. The later data set has been captured using a
subset of 20 subjects from the previous set of 41 subjects. For each subject, the data set consists
of two video sequences captured at different times which simulates the deployment scenario shown
in Figure 1. The average number of frames per person in the data set is 48 and the complete
size of the uploaded data set is 65.1 MB. This new data set has been termed as the IIT(BHU)
Re-identification Data Set (refer to the last row of Table 2), and the data set can be obtained by
clicking on the link; (IIT(BHU) Re-identification Data Set).
4.1 Experimental Setup
All experiments have been performed using Tensorflow [Abadi et al.(2016)Abadi, Barham, Chen, Chen, Davis, Dean, Devin, Ghemawat, Irving, Isard et al.]
on a system having 64 GB RAM and NVIDIA TITAN Xp GPU with 12 GB memory capacity.
Training of the Siamese network for person re-identification (refer to Section 3.1) is done by means
of Adam optimizer [Kingma and Ba (2014), Kingma and Ba] in multiple epochs until convergence
is achieved. Typically, we terminate the training process when the overall training loss decreases
below a pre-defined small threshold (e.g., 10−5).
In the first experiment, we decide the optimal parameters to train the Siamese network for
person re-identification. At each epoch during training, we use the soft-max cross-entropy loss at
the final layer of the Siamese network to measure the network error. The only two user-defined
constant parameters to be specified before training the Siamese network are the learning rate (η)
and the weight decay factor (γ). To determine the optimal values for these parameters, we train
the network multiple times using leave-100-out cross-validation by considering different pairs of η
and γ values, and select the configuration that provides the maximum cross-validation accuracy.
For tuning the network using cross-validation, we consider five different combinations of training
and validation sets by randomly splitting a given data set into two parts such that the size of the vali-
dation set is always equal to 100. The above experiment is repeated for the following three data sets:
(a) CUHK 01 [Li et al.(2012)Li, Zhao and Wang], (b) CUHK 03 [Li et al.(2014)Li, Zhao, Xiao and Wang]
and (c) Market1501 [Zheng et al.(2015)Zheng, Shen, Tian, Wang, Wang and Tian]. In order to get
a better estimate of the parameters η and γ, in this experiment we eliminate the search-space re-
duction step by means of K-Means clustering, as discussed in Section 3.2. Each validation sample
is compared with the entire gallery set to find the correct match, and the average cross-validation
accuracy obtained from all the validation samples is reported in Table 3.
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Table 3: Determination of Siamese network parameters through cross-validation
Data set Name
Number of Training, Test
η γ
Acc
and Validation Samples (%)
CUHK 01 [Li et al.(2012)Li, Zhao and Wang]
0.01 0.0250 62.5
No. of Training Samples (771) 0.01 0.0025 64.8
No. of Validation Samples (100) 0.01 0.0005 67.4
0.04 0.0005 58.3
0.07 0.0005 56.7
CUHK 03 [Li et al.(2014)Li, Zhao, Xiao and Wang]
0.01 0.0250 68.0
No. of Training Samples (1160) 0.01 0.0025 70.2
No. of Validation Samples (100) 0.01 0.0005 74.6
0.04 0.0005 66.8
0.07 0.0005 62.4
Market1501 [Zheng et al.(2015)Zheng, Shen, Tian, Wang, Wang and Tian]
0.01 0.0250 62.7
No. of Training Samples (1301) 0.01 0.0025 69.2
No. of Validation Samples (100) 0.01 0.0005 71.8
0.04 0.0005 54.8
0.07 0.0005 60.4
The first column of the table corresponds to the data set name, the second column shows the
number of training samples used for cross-validation, while the third and the fourth columns present
the different pairs of η and γ values considered in the experiments. The final column in the table
corresponds to the cross-validated accuracy obtained for each combination. It can be seen from
the Table 3 that the maximum cross-validation accuracy in case of each of the data sets has been
obtained for η=0.01 and γ=0.0005. Hence, these values for γ and η have been considered to train
the Siamese network in all the future experiments presented in the paper. Our observation is that
the training algorithm converges as the number of epochs reaches 80000 for each of the CUHK 03
and CUHK 01 data sets, and 110000 epochs for the Market1501 data.
In our next experiment, we determine the optimal number of perceptually distinct colors from
a given data set to perform re-identification. The gallery set for re-identification is formed from
one of the data sets shown in Table 2. A set of frames corresponding to each subject in the data
set is used to prepare this gallery set. The remaining frames form the test set. Improvement in
clustering error with increment in the number of clusters (K ) for the VIPeR and the CUHK 03 data
are shown by means of elbow curves in Figures 4(a) and (b), respectively. In each of these figures,
the horizontal axis represents the number of clusters while the vertical axis denotes the clustering
error for the corresponding number of clusters (refer to Section 3.1). From both the figures, it is
observed that the clustering error is quite low if number of clusters is set to be equal to 100. It is
also seen that beyond 200 number of clusters, the curve attains almost a saturation level. Thus, the
optimal number of color clusters for the VIPeR data set can be said to lie approximately between
100 and 200. Similar elbow curves drawn for each of the other data sets also reveal that the optimal
number of clusters fall in the range [100,200], while in case of the IIT(BHU) Re-identification Data
Set, the corresponding number lies within the range [5,10].
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4.2 Deployment Phase
To get a better estimate of the parameters K and K (refer to Sections 3.1 and 3.2), in the next
experiment we aim to study the effect of varying these parameters on the overall re-identification
accuracy.
Table 4 shows the re-identification accuracy corresponding to a randomly selected sample of
100 test ids from every data set given in Table 2. Results are computed by considering one image
sequence from each of these 100 random test ids, and these video sequences were not part of the
re-identification gallery set. Accuracy values are reported for the proposed algorithm as the value
of K is increased from 100 to 500 in steps of 100, and for two values of the parameter K, i.e., 1 and
2. The average time taken to recognize a subject for the different number of clusters corresponding
to each data set is also reported in the same table.
Table 4: Evaluation of the proposed algorithm on public data sets in terms of accuracy (100 test ids)
and average response time for re-identifying each subject (in milli-secs)
Perf. Selecting Clusters based on Color Matching
Data
set
Eval. K=1 K=2
Clusters 100 200 300 500 100 200 300 500
VIPER Acc(%) 88.3 85.4 78.6 76.5 88.0 86.4 77.5 73.8
Time(ms)40.5 31.2 25.5 13.6 43.8 32.4 27.6 14.1
CUHK01Acc(%) 82.1 83.4 76.8 72.2 84.2 85.1 78.6 75.2
Time(ms)43.0 26.3 14.2 9.5 45.2 32.6 18.5 12.2
CUHK03Acc(%) 91.0 89.6 83.1 81.6 92.7 90.0 82.6 81.1
Time(ms)41.2 29.1 15.2 10.3 46.5 32.4 19.9 11.6
Market Acc(%) 93.6 89.4 84.8 81.0 93.2 90.7 85.6 80.3
1501 Time(ms)49.9 37.8 25.0 14.3 52.7 40.0 25.6 16.8
DukeMTAcc(%) 94.0 96.3 89.2 87.6 93.8 95.0 91.2 88.7
MCreid Time(ms)58.8 47.7 36.6 23.4 69.1 53.4 38.1 25.5
It is verified from the table that, as expected, high re-identification accuracy values are always
obtained if K is set to be equal to 100 or 200. In general, the accuracy decreases as K is increased.
This is due to the fact that, for higher number of partitions, there is a higher chance for a subject
to get mapped to the incorrect color cluster. As explained in Section 3.2, K is a parameter that
decides how many top matching clusters should be retained for the second level of classification
using Siamese network. As expected, the response time increases if a higher value of K is chosen
keeping other factors constant.
Table 4 shows that, K=2 performs marginally better than K=1. The slightly lower accuracy
of K=1 arises due to the fact that sometimes two or more clusters represent similar type of color
features and during the cluster mapping stage a test subject gets mapped to an incorrect cluster
whose feature vectors are closely similar to that of the correct cluster. Although setting the value
of K to 2 provides marginally better results, it reduces the efficiency of the re-identification process.
On the other hand, by setting the value of K to 1, more than 82% accuracy is obtained for each
of the five data sets corresponding to 100 clusters, within a short time. Hence, K=100 and K=1
can be treated as optimal parameters for re-identification in case of each of the above data sets.
It may be noted that the optimal values for the parameters K and K are data-specific. For a
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different data set, another set of parameter values might turn out to be optimal. Hence, given any
re-identification data set, the optimal values for K, and K has to be first determined before carrying
out the re-identification process.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach with respect to other state-of-the-art tech-
niques, we next perform a comparative performance analysis of our work with four other recent ap-
proaches that carry out Siamese network based prediction, namely, [Varior et al.(2016)Varior, Shuai, Lu, Xu and Wang],[Guo and Cheung(2018)],[Ahmed et al.(2015)Ahmed, Jones and Marks],[Subramaniam et al.(2016)Subramaniam, Chatterjee and Mittal],
and also two non-Siamese network based techniques: Deep-Reid [Li et al.(2014)Li, Zhao, Xiao and Wang],
and MuDeep [Qian et al.(2017)Qian, Fu, Jiang, Xiang and Xue]. Table 5 presents the Rank 1 ac-
curacy of the different re-identification approaches on the various data sets used in the study as
well as the average time to compare between the two subjects in case of each approach. The first
column of the table provides the citations for the different re-identification algorithms used in the
study, whereas the second, third and fourth columns present the Rank 1 accuracy obtained by
executing each method on the following data sets: (a) IIT(BHU) Re-identification Data Set, (b)
VIPeR, (c) CUHK 01, (d) CUHK 03. The fifth and sixth columns respectively provide the average
accuracy on the different data sets and the average time for comparing between a gallery and a test
subject using the corresponding approach. The same training-test pair and the optimal values for
the parameters K and K determined from the previous experiment have also been used to report
the results of this experiment.
Table 5: Comparison of Rank 1 Accuracy (in %) for 100 test ids of our proposed approach with state-
of-the-art techniques along with the average time to compare between two subjects corresponding
to each approach
Methods Our VIPeR CUHK01CUHK03Avg. Avg. Res.
Data Acc(%) Time (secs)
[Li et al.(2014)Li, Zhao, Xiao and Wang] 67.4 56.1 27.9 26.1 44.4 0.13
[Ahmed et al.(2015)Ahmed, Jones and Marks] 72.4 35.2 64.2 55.0 56.7 0.07
[Subramaniam et al.(2016)Subramaniam, Chatterjee and Mittal] 84.6 68.7 81.2 72.3 76.7 0.08
[Qian et al.(2017)Qian, Fu, Jiang, Xiang and Xue] 78.2 44.7 79.6 82.4 71.2 0.06
[Guo and Cheung(2018)] 84.7 50.9 88.1 88.3 78.0 0.08
Ours 92.3 91.5 87.3 89.6 90.2 0.04
From the table it can be observed that, in general, our approach performs better than the state-
of-the-art approaches both in terms of re-identification accuracy and response time. Only in case
of the data set CUHK 01, the Rank 1 accuracy of the approach in [Guo and Cheung(2018)] shows
a slightly higher accuracy. However, the average performance of our approach on the different
data sets is considerably better (more than 12%) than any other existing methods. The superior
performance is mostly due to the hierarchical matching scheme followed in this work that eliminates
vastly dissimilar candidates after the first stage, thereby preventing the second stage of Siamese
network based classification from getting biased towards a different element in the search space.
Moreover, the average time to compare between two subjects by applying our approach is only 0.04
seconds, which is more efficient as compared to the state-of-the-art techniques.
Since Rank 1 accuracy is always not the best measure to evaluate classification performance, we
next perform a comparative rank-based performance analysis of our method with other state-of-the-
art re-identification approaches by means of Cumulative Matching Curves (CMC). In each curve, the
horizontal axis depicts the rank value from 1 to 10, whereas the vertical axis shows the accuracy (in
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percentage) at a particular rank. Figures 5(a)-(f) respectively present the CMC curves obtained by
applying the different re-identification approaches (namely, [Ahmed et al.(2015)Ahmed, Jones and Marks],[Li et al.(2014)Li, Zhao, Xiao and Wang],[Qian et al.(2017)Qian, Fu, Jiang, Xiang and Xue],[Guo and Cheung(2018)],[Varior et al.(2016)Varior, Shuai, Lu, Xu and Wang],[Subramaniam et al.(2016)Subramaniam, Chatterjee and Mittal])
on the six data sets (refer to Table 2). The rank-based re-identification accuracy obtained for the
data sets CUHK 01 [Li et al.(2012)Li, Zhao and Wang], CUHK 03 [Li et al.(2014)Li, Zhao, Xiao and Wang]
andMarket1501 [Zheng et al.(2015)Zheng, Shen, Tian, Wang, Wang and Tian] are presented in Fig-
ures 5 (a), (b) and (c), respectively. We also perform cross data set experiments and show
the rank-based improvement in re-identification accuracy of the different techniques on VIPeR
[Gray et al.(2007)Gray, Brennan and Tao], DukeMTMC-reid [Ristani et al.(2016)Ristani, Solera, Zou, Cucchiara and Tomasi]
and IIT(BHU) Re-identification Data Set in Figures 5 (d), (e), (f), respectively.
From the figures, it can be again observed that the proposed approach always outperforms the
state-of-the-art re-identification methods by a large margin. Moreover, our approach achieves the
100% accuracy mark for all the data sets within a rank of 4. As already explained with reference
to Table 5, the improved performance of the proposed technique is mostly due to the employment
of a hierarchical classification process (refer to Section 3) in which vastly dissimilar features get
eliminated at each level of hierarchy, and only the best matches are retained for further classification
at the subsequent level. Another advantage of the use of a hierarchical classification strategy is that
the final re-identified result does not depend on the effectiveness of a particular feature. Rather,
it fuses information from multiple features which enables it to perform better than state-of-the-art
approaches those make prediction on the basis on a single feature.
As explained in Section 3.2, the proposed re-identification algorithm consists of two major
components: (i) determining the appropriate cluster/s by utilizing the color information of the
test subject and reduce the search space, (ii) comparing the test subject with the elements of the
reduced set by means of a Siamese network. In the following experiment, we study the effect of
the these individual components on the overall accuracy and response time. Specifically, we report
results from two different experiments: (a) rank-based accuracy by including the cluster matching
component by setting K to 100 and K to 1, and (b) rank-based accuracy without including the
cluster matching component. The same training-test pair as well as the pre-trained Siamese network
used in the previous experiments has also been used here. Figures 6 (i), (ii), (iii) show the CMC
curves of rank-wise improvement in re-identification accuracy corresponding to the following three
data sets: CUHK 01, CUHK 03, Market1501. The average time to re-identify a test subject with
and without clustering are 0.232 secs and 0.454 secs, respectively. It is clearly seen from the figure
that the clustering step (i.e., the first level of the proposed hierarchical re-identification method)
has a profound influence on the final re-identification accuracy. As explained before, the superior
performance of the proposed approach with the clustering step is due to the fact that the final
prediction using the Siamese network is made by comparing only a small set of closely similar
samples and not the entire gallery set.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a hierarchical approach for person re-identification in which color his-
togram based matching is employed at the first level of hierarchy to retain the top few closest
matches, and next Siamese network based similarity matching is performed to predict the correct
match. Incorporation of the initial color based matching scheme reduces the search space and pre-
vents the Siamese network from getting biased towards a utterly different element of the gallery
set. Results on several public data sets demonstrate that the proposed approach outperforms state-
of-the-art re-identification techniques by a high margin. Although, as per the scenario of Figure
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1, both the walking videos are assumed to be captured from the same view-point, our approach is
equally effective for data sets captured from different viewpoints. This is verified from the fact that
the proposed approach performs better than each of the existing techniques used in the comparative
analysis for each of the six public data sets, most of which consist of multi-view data. In future,
our approach can be extended to improve the accuracy on data set with similar clothing conditions
and also perform re-identification in presence of occlusion, or situations when the gallery set evolves
continuously.
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Figure 4: Elbow Curves for (a) VIPeR Data, (b) CUHK 03 data
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Figure 5: CMC on (a) CUHK 01 Data, (b) CUHK 03 Data, (c) Market1501 Data, (d) VIPeR Data,
and (e) DukeMTMC-reid Data, (f) IIT(BHU) Re-identification Data
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Figure 6: Cumulative Matching curve showing improvement in accuracy with rank of the proposed
algorithm for the two experiments in case of (a) CUHK 01, (b) CUHK 03, (c) Market1501 data
sets
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